Abstract-Disk drives are a common performance bottleneck in modern storage systems. To alleviate this, disk manufacturers employ a variety of I/O request scheduling strategies which aim to reduce disk head positioning time by dynamically reordering queueing requests. An analytical model of this phenomenon is best represented by an M/G/1 queue with queue length dependent service times. However, there is no general exact result for the response time distribution of this variety of queue with generalised service time distributions. In this paper, we present a novel approximation for the response time distribution of such a queue. We then apply this method to the specific case of a zoned disk drive which implements I/O request reordering. A key contribution is the derivation of realistic service time distributions with minimised positioning time. We derive analytical results for calculating not only the mean but also higher moments and the full distribution of I/O request response time. We validate our model against measurements from a real disk to demonstrate the accuracy of our approximation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Over the past two decades disk drive performance improvements have significantly lagged behind all other system component performance enhancements [1] . Moreover the dramatic increase in capacity without a corresponding increase in bandwidth has made disk drives the greatest performance bottleneck in many storage systems. To address this issue, I/O request scheduling algorithms have been developed that attempt to minimise disk head positioning time [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] . Disk head positioning time consists of seek time and rotational latency. Seek time is the time it takes the disk head to settle over the correct track containing the target sector. Rotational latency is the time the disk takes to rotate the target sector under the disk head. The best way to minimise the total response time of all queueing I/O requests is to dynamically reorder them so that the next request chosen to be serviced has the lowest disk head positioning time of all queueing requests. With this strategy employed, as queue lengths increase response times do not suffer excessively since service times are reduced.
In this paper we present an analytical queueing model of a zoned 1 disk drive with this type of scheduling. We base our 1 On modern hard drives there are more blocks on cylinders on the outside of the platter than those closer to the centre. Cylinders with the same number of blocks are grouped together in zones. Disks rotate with a constant angular velocity and so data throughput is higher for outer zones than for inner ones.
model on an existing zoned disk model [6] , [7] in which each disk drive is represented as a first-come first-served (FCFS) M/G/1 queue with a fixed service time distribution. The present work models the operation of a disk drive with Shortest Access Time First (SATF) scheduling by using an M/G/1 queue with queue-length dependent service time distributions. There does not currently exist a generally applicable exact result for the response time distribution of this variety of queue. We present a novel approximation for the response time distribution of such a queue. It is a non-trivial challenge to derive realistic service time distributions for each queue length such that expected positioning time is minimised. We demonstrate the accuracy of our model by comparing model predictions with real device measurements.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In Section II we discuss prior work in this area. We survey existing scheduling strategies, modelling techniques and existing approaches for modelling queues with state-dependent service times. We also briefly recap the existing zoned disk model. In Section III we present a new approximation for calculating the response time distribution of M/G/1 queues with statedependent service times. We then apply this method to the zoned disk model, deriving a queue length dependent service time distribution for the disk drive. Section IV validates our model against real device measurements. Finally, Section V concludes and considers directions for future work.
II. BACKGROUND

A. Disk Head Positioning Optimisation
Bursty workloads can result in long queues of pending I/O requests [8] . In such circumstances, it is the role of the disk scheduler to reorder requests to minimise disk head positioning time. This reduces the time needed to service each request which inevitably reduces overall request response times [9] . There exist many possible scheduling algorithms to choose the order in which requests are serviced.
The Shortest Seek Time First (SSTF) algorithm minimises track-to-track seek time only. SSTF can be implemented using the SCAN algorithm [3] in which requests are serviced in order of the disk cylinder number in a particular direction. The main drawback of SSTF is that it does not consider rotational latency; the latter makes up an increasing proportion of disk head positioning time as recent advances in disk technology have shortened seek times significantly, while rotational speeds have increased only slightly [4] . To address this, Jacobson and Wilkes [4] and Seltzer et al. [5] introduce Shortest Access Time First (SATF), where access time is disk head positioning time. This strategy introduces the possibility that certain requests can suffer from starvation. The Aged Shortest Access Time First (ASATF) algorithm avoids this by basing ordering on a metric that takes into account the amount of time that a request has been queueing.
Worthington et al. [10] carry out a simulation study of FCFS, SSTF and SATF and resolve that SATF provides the best overall performance, and that FCFS can yield particularly poor performance. Burkhard and Palmer [2] present an SATFlike scheduling algorithm for optimising positioning time that takes into account the fact that an aggressive head movement may fail to settle in time to read from the target sector. In this case, the disk must complete a full rotation before data transfer can begin. The probability of this occurring is known as the miss probability, and is drive-dependent. Seagate disks implement Rotational Positioning Ordering (RPO) using Native Command Queueing (NCQ) which aims to optimally re-order commands to maximise performance [11] .
B. Models of Disk Head Positioning Optimisation
Modelling response times for disks with minimised disk head positioning time is analytically difficult, and hence there do not exist many analytical models and none for zoned disk drives. Chen et al. [12] present a model for a scheduling algorithm that only minimises seek time. Shriver et al. [13] define the distance (in terms of number of bytes) between two random requests with minimised positioning time as no of Cylinders × Bytes per Cylinder
However, this is not applicable in the context of zoned disks since Bytes per Cylinder is not constant. The most comprehensive existing analytical performance model including queue re-ordering is that of Gotlieb and MacEwen [14] . However, this only models SSTF, not SATF. They use the theory of state-dependent queues in their model, whereby the service time distribution can depend on queue length at the start of a service. This work is primarily based on that of Harris [15] . There are a number of studies of M/M/1 queues with state-dependent service times, including those by Harris [15] and Morrison [16] . A number of other studies consider the simpler case of two service time states [17] , [18] , [19] . Brill and Posner [17] allow for different service rates depending on whether or not there are customers queueing behind a request at the start of service. Gray and Wang [19] study the case in which the service rate changes when the queue length exceeds a given number (N ) and then changes back when the queue length is less than K (K ≤ N ).
We note that no general result exists for response time in M/G/1 queues with state-dependent service times.
C. Zoned Disk Model
The service time density of an access to a random location on a single disk drive is the convolution of the seek time, rotational latency and data transfer time probability density functions. An important subtlety that needs to be taken into account is that modern disks are zoned, with more sectors on the outer tracks than inner tracks. Therefore, a random request is more likely to be directed to a sector on an outer track. Similarly, zoning means that it is faster to transfer data on a track close to the circumference than the centre of the disk. The seek time and data transfer models must take these factors into account.
In our model we use the seek time and rotational latency probability distributions defined in [7] and the data transfer time distribution from [6] . We denote the random variables of seek time, rotational latency and k-block transfer time as S, R and T k respectively. We represent a disk as an M/G/1 queue. A full description of the derivation of these probability distributions is included in Appendix A.
III. STATE-DEPENDENT SERVICE TIMES FOR AN M/G/1 QUEUE
A. Theory
In an M/G/1 queue with state-dependent service times, we assume that from time t = 0, customers C 0 , C 1 , . . . , C n , . . . arrive at the queue. Let X n denote the queue length immediately after customer C n has completed service, and let Z n denote the number of customers that arrive in the queue during the service of customer C n+1 . Then,
Given state-dependent service times, the number of arrivals during a service period, Z n , is dependent on the service time, which itself is dependent on the queue length at the start of customer C n+1 's service, X n . Given i requests in the queue at the start of service, we denote the service time by the random variable B i . Since arrivals are Markovian with arrival rate λ, the probability of j arrivals in a pre-defined service period x is:
Therefore, by the law of total probability, the probability of j arrivals during a service period given all possible service times for a queue length of i at the start of a service is:
The probability generating function for Z n given a queue length of i at the start of a service is:
where B * i is the Laplace-Stieltjes Transform (LST) of B i .
The embedded Markov chain of queue population has transition matrix Q = (q ij | i, j ≥ 0) where:
The steady-state equations for the Markov chain, π = πQ are:
where π i is the steady-state probability of there being i requests in the queue (including the customer currently in service).
Then the queue length generating function [15] :
This is dependent on the chain being stationary, the condition for which is that Π(1) = 1 [20] . Since the G i (z) are all probability generating functions, ∀i G i (1) = 1 and
By definition of the steady-state probabilities,
Using an approach similar to the derivation of G i (z) in Equation (2), it can be observed that Π(z) is related to the response time, W as follows [20] :
Hence, by substituting into Equation (4),
In practice we would need to know the service time distribution for all possible queue lengths to be able to apply this equation. An elegant simplification that eradicates this problem assumes that if the queue length is greater than or equal to a specified length n then all corresponding service times are represented by the random variable B n . This is an increasingly accurate approximation when there is a relatively low probability of high queue lengths or if the service time distributions are similar for higher queue lengths. Then,
We need to ensure that Π(1) = 1 to fulfil the stationary condition. Using L'Hôpital's rule to find the limit as z → 1, it becomes apparent that in order for Π(1) → 1 as z → 1, the following equation must hold:
Solving the set of linear equations arising from Equations (3) and (7), the queue length probabilities π 0 , π 1 , . . . , π n can be calculated.
The response time LST can be calculated using Equation 5:
By differentiating this equation m times and evaluating at θ = 0, a recurrence relation for moments of response time can be derived:
B. Application to Zoned Disk Model
In the case of RPO, we define service time as the minimum disk head positioning time of all queueing I/O requests plus any additional rotations needed if the head fails to settle in time to read from target sectors. The probability that the disk head misses the correct rotational position at the end of a seek (termed a latency miss) is denoted as p miss . If there are i requests in the queue immediately prior to the start of a service, the service time of a request is thus:
where R max is the time to complete a complete disk revolution and S, R and T k are seek time, rotational latency and kblock data transfer time respectively. In order to calculate the probability distribution of B i we employ order statistics [21] . We find the first order statistic (i.e. minimum) of i convolutions of seek time and rotational latency (S + R). If a set of independent and identically distributed (iid) random variables, X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X i are ordered in terms of size, the cumulative distribution function (cdf) of the smallest, X (1) , will be:
In our case X is S + R which has a convolved cdf of:
The probability density function (pdf) of a random variable M that models the occurrence of a latency miss, based on a single Bernoulli trial, is:
It should be noted that the latency miss is only present when RPO is switched on. Since for the case n = 1 there is no queue re-ordering, there will be no latency misses. If the convolved minimum positioning time and transfer time have density function f Yi (x) then convolving f Yi (x) with f M (x) yields
Here x is bounded between the minimum transfer time, and the sum of maximum seek time, maximum latency (which is the time to complete two full disk revolutions) and maximum transfer time, irrespective of how much request reordering occurs.
Using Equation (8) the mean, variance and further moments of response time can be calculated. In order to do this it must be noted that the mth moment of service time is
The service time pdf, f Bi (x), cannot be obtained analytically, and is expensive to evaluate numerically. Hence, it is very difficult to calculate the response time pdf, f W (x), exactly, either analytically or numerically. However, f W (x) can be readily approximated from its first four moments (calculated from Equation (8) using the Generalised Lambda Distribution (GLD) [22] .
IV. VALIDATION
Our experimental platform consists of a Seagate ST3500630NS disk drive with 60 801 cylinders. A sector is 512 bytes and we have approximated, based on measurements from the disk drive, that the time to write a single physical sector on the innermost and outermost tracks are 0.012064ms (t max ) and 0.005976ms (t min ) respectively. We define a block as 128KB, and therefore there are 256 sectors per block. The time for a full disk revolution is 8.33ms. A track to track seek takes 0.8ms and a full-stroke seek requires 17ms for a read; the same measurements are 1ms and 18ms respectively for a write [23] . Based on information from the disk manufacturer, we set the miss probability at 0.05. To obtain response time measurements from this system, we implemented a benchmarking program that issues read and write requests using a master process and multiple child processes. These child processes are responsible for issuing and timing I/O requests, leaving the master free to spawn further child processes without the need for it to wait for previously-issued operations to complete.
In order to validate the analytical model effectively, it was necessary to minimise the effects of buffering and caching as these are not currently represented in the model. We therefore disabled the system's write-back cache, set the read-ahead buffer to 0 and opened the device with the O_DIRECT flag set. We also disabled the operating system's I/O scheduler. For each of the experiments presented below, 100 000 I/O requests were issued. To ensure a high disk utilisation with long queue lengths (i.e. a suitable environment for RPO), the mean arrival rate of I/O requests was set to either 0.03 or 0.04 requests/ms.
A. Service Time
In order to validate our service time model of Equation (9), we measured service times for various fixed queue lengths. Figure 1 plots measured and modelled mean service times against constant queue lengths. We observe moderate agreement between model and measurement with similar trends. We note that these results are based on using a value of p miss = 0.05 according to manufacturer advice. However, substantially better agreement is observed for a value of p miss = 0.17. One avenue of future work is to devise experiments to determine the exact value of p miss for our specific disk drive.
B. I/O Request Response Time
Figures 2 and 3 demonstrate the change in mean response time when different values are chosen for the queue length at which it is assumed that the service time distribution no longer changes for increasing queue lengths. A straight line is plotted to indicate the measured response time. For higher assumed maximum queue lengths, we observe excellent agreement between model and measurement for mean response times independent of arrival rate and request size. It can be observed, particularly for smaller sized requests and smaller arrival rates (e.g. Figures 2(a), 2(b), 3(a) ), that the assumed maximum queue length does not have to be very high before convergence of the mean response times is observed. The impact of RPO on disk performance is magnified for larger request sizes and arrival rates. In many of these cases it can be observed that if RPO is not modelled (i.e. when the assumed maximum queue length is 1), the modelled mean response time is very high or the model is saturated (e.g. Figures 2(e), 3(c), 3(d) ), whereas this does not occur in RPO-enabled measurements.
Although the mean response times show excellent agreement between model and measurement, our modelled variances compare less favourably with measurements. Table I presents variances for the same cases as Figures 2 and 3 using an assumed maximum queue length chosen at the length that the respective mean response time converges. For increasing arrival rates, the model presents significantly smaller variances than the measurements. Inevitably, this will affect skew and kurtosis (input parameters for the GLD with the mean and variance) to an even greater degree.
To test the accuracy of the GLD approximation that we use to approximate our response time densities, we first compare the approximation with a known pdf. In [6] , an analytical model is introduced for response time distributions of single disks without RPO. In Figure 4 , we compare this model with the GLD approximation of it, for single block transfers and arrival rate 0.01 requests/ms. We observe excellent agreement between approximate and exact models. In Figures 5 and 6 we present GLD approximations of the I/O response density of various request sizes and arrival rates of 0.03 and 0.04 requests/ms. Again we use a maximum queue length chosen at the length that the respective mean response time converges. We generally observe good agreement between model and measurement. However, the increase in difference between measured and modelled variances for larger request sizes causes increasing disagreement between model and measurement, despite still having excellent agreement for mean response time.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented two contributions. Firstly, we introduced an approximation to the response time distribution of an M/G/1 queue with state-dependent service times. Secondly, we illustrated the effectiveness of this approximation by using it to model I/O request response times in zoned disk drives that intelligently re-order incoming requests. In order to do this we derived service time distributions according to queue length for use in the state-dependent service time model.
In the future we aim to extend the workloads that the model can support to include mixtures of read and write requests, requests of varying size and bursty arrivals. Additionally, caching is not yet supported in our model. We will also extend the disk model to represent RAID systems made up of RPOenabled disk drives. 
APPENDIX
We present a summary of the derivation of the existing zoned disk model presented in [6] .
In making performance predictions for a disk array or storage system, it is fundamental to model disk service time accurately. To this end, we model a disk drive as an M/G/1 queue where the service time density is the convolution of seek time, rotational latency and data transfer time densities. Defining random variables for seek time, S, rotational latency, R, and block transfer time, T , we describe their distributions below.
A. Seek Time
A seek, S, is the time taken for the disk head to move from the cylinder where it is currently located, C 2 , to the cylinder containing a target sector, C 1 . We define a random variable, D = |C 1 − C 2 |, as the seek distance. Seek time can then be defined in terms of seek distance. Specifically [24] ,
where a and b are constants defined in terms of the disk geometry, and are given by:
Here Cyls is the total number of cylinders on the disk, minseek is the track-to-track seek time and maxseek is the full-stroke seek time.
The disk model must reflect the layout of a zoned disk accurately. As cylinders get closer to the disk edge, their circumference increases and the number of sectors per cylinder increases. Therefore, a random request has an increased probability of being directed to a sector on an outer cylinder. Let C be a random variable representing the cylinder number of a randomly selected disk sector. Then the probability distribution of C can be approximated by assuming that the number of sectors per track increases linearly [7] . That is,
with constants α, β and γ defined as: Often the disk specifications do not provide the number of sectors on the innermost and outermost tracks. However, it is possible to take measurements from the disk drive to ascertain the mean transfer time to a single sector on the innermost (t min ) and outermost (t max ) tracks. Then α and β are calculated from the transfer time definition in Equation 11 .
The pdf of seek distance is calculated by assuming the two random variables, C 1 and C 2 are two distinct cylinder numbers, and calculating the seek distance between all possible cylinder numbers. This is split into two terms, one for the case when C 1 ≤ C 2 and one for the case where C 1 > C 2 : 
B. Rotational Latency
Rotational latency, R, is the time to rotate to the angle of a target sector. R has a uniform distribution with a range between 0 and the time for a full disk revolution, R max [25] .
C. Data Transfer Time
The time to transfer k logical blocks on cylinder x of a zoned disk can be approximated as [7] :
Denoting T k as the random variable of the time to transfer k blocks of data, its cdf is:
where φ k (t) = k spb R max βt − α β calculates the minimum cylinder number it is possible to transfer k logical blocks of data in less than t ms. The solution of the integral in Equation (12) is a function of t with a domain bounded between the minimum and maximum possible kblock transfer times. Equation (12) 
